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Banana Panda Inc. is a US-based company created
by the founders of Bright Junior Media with the goal of adapting
its successful European brand for the American market.
We specialize in puzzles, educational toys and games
dedicated to all little explorers who are curious about the world.
What are Banana Panda values?
We are a family-run company focused on the relationship between
parents and their children. Our mission is to enrich their special bond,
as well as inspire and excite through educational games and play.
Great graphic design really matters to us, because we believe
it really matters to our customers.
We care enormously about the quality of our products. We always
use the best, safe, top quality components. We double check
every element of our products before they are shipped to stores.
We truly value long-term relationships with our customers.
We listen carefully and respond to their honest feedback which
helps us to develop our products and improve them every day.

We love what we do.
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Suuuper Size Puzzles

Suuuper Size Puzzle
On the Farm

Suuuper Size Puzzle
Little Creatures

This 35-piece jumbo floor puzzle is the perfect
way to introduce kids to the fun of puzzles.
When assembling pieces, kids can learn colors,
imitate farm animal sounds and make up
their own stories.

A 35-piece jumbo floor puzzle for young puzzle
lovers. Little hands will find it easy to match big,
sturdy pieces, while the appealing illustration
will help children learn about nature and colors.

for ages 2+
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for ages 2+

Product features

Product dimensions

Trains perception and concentration

Completed puzzle measures
98x68cm/38.5x26.5”

Promotes hand-eye coordination
Improves manual dexterity
Jumbo puzzle pieces are made
of high-quality, 2.5mm thick
cardboard, perfect for little hands
The large, keepsake box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift
Packaging dimensions
33x28x7cm/13x11x2.5”

Each set contains
35 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 14x14cm/5.5.x5.5”

Looong Puzzles

Looong Puzzle
Ocean

Looong Puzzle
Safari

This panoramic, 27-piece puzzle invites kids
to dive into ocean depths and discover a colorful
world of fascinating creatures. Extra thick,
sturdy puzzle pieces are perfect for toddlers,
while the vibrant and engaging illustration
guarantees great fun.

This colorful jigsaw puzzle with 40 extra thick,
sturdy pieces will encourage kids to explore
the wide open spaces of the savanna with
its funny inhabitants. The extra-long, panoramic
format features vibrant, detailed artwork
with plenty of exotic animals to find.

for ages 2+
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for ages 3+

Product features

Product dimensions

Trains perception and concentration

Completed puzzle measures
98x33cm/38.5x13”

Promotes hand-eye coordination
Improves manual dexterity

Set contains

Jumbo puzzle pieces are made
of high-quality, 2.5mm thick
cardboard, perfect for little hands

Ocean

The handy, keepsake box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift

Piece size: roughly 11x11cm/4.5x4.5”

Packaging dimensions

40 large pieces

33x14x7cm/13x5.5x2.5”

Piece size: roughly 10x8cm/4x3”

27 large pieces

Safari

Observation Puzzles

Observation Puzzle
Garden

Observation Puzzle
Forest

There are plenty of interesting things for
little observers to find in the garden. First,
kids put the 40-piece jigsaw puzzle together
to explore what’s growing. Then they can
search for the objects in the picture frame.

When assembling this jigsaw puzzle, kids
can discover what is hiding in the forest, see
who’s chatting with the little bear and find a lot
more surprising details. Looking for the objects
in the picture frame guarantees great fun.

for ages 3+
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for ages 3+

Product features

Product dimensions

Trains perception, concentration
and visual memory

Completed puzzle measures
48x68cm/19x26.5”

Large puzzle pieces are made
of high-quality, 2mm thick cardboard,
perfect for little hands
The handy, keepsake box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift
Packaging dimensions
16.5x28x7cm/6.5x11x2.5”

Each set contains
40 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 10x8cm/4x3”

Observation Puzzles

Observation Puzzle
Space
for ages 4+

A universe of surprises awaits in the 60-piece,
detailed illustration. Once the puzzle is
completed, kids will be delighted to search
for the objects featured in the picture frame.
More space facts can be found on the
double-sided educational poster included.
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Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains perception, concentration
and visual memory

16.5x28x7cm/6.5x11x2.5”

Large puzzle pieces are made of high-quality,
2mm thick cardboard, perfect for little hands
Includes a large double-sided educational
poster with more fun space facts
The handy, keepsake box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift

Product dimensions
Completed puzzle measures
48x68cm/19x26.5”
Set contains
60 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 8x7cm/3x2.5”
Matching educational poster
(48x68cm/19x26.5”)

Map Puzzles

What in the World
Animals Around
the Globe
for ages 4+

This puzzle invites kids to take a fascinating
journey around the globe, featuring both
well-known and exotic animals. Includes
a double-sided educational poster with more
interesting facts about animals, and 21 cardboard
figures that are perfect for pretend play
and memory training.
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Product features
Trains perception, concentration
and visual memory
The animal figures included can be used
for creative play or matching the animals
to the continent where they live
Great educational value – perfect for learning
about the world and animals around the globe
Includes a double-sided educational poster
with more facts about animals in the world
Puzzle pieces are made of high-quality,
2mm thick cardboard
The handy, keepsake box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift
Packaging dimensions
33x14x7cm/13x5.5x2.5”
Product dimensions
Completed puzzle measures
64x32cm/25x12.5”
Set contains
60 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 6x5.5cm/2.5x2”
Matching (64x32cm/25x12.5”)
educational poster
21 cardboard animal figures

Map Puzzles

What in the World
Young Explorers
for ages 6+

With the wind at your back, set sail for adventure!
Assembling this 168-piece jumbo floor puzzle
is a fun way for young explorers to learn about
the world. Kids can discover wild animals,
observe amazing plants and see exceptional
places. Mysterious discoveries and curiosities
await in every corner of the world!
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Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains perception, concentration
and visual memory

33x28x7cm/13x11x2.5”

Great educational value – perfect
for learning about nature, landmarks
and discoveries

Product dimensions
Completed puzzle measures
98x68cm/38.5x26.5”

Puzzle pieces are made of high-quality,
2.5mm thick cardboard

Set contains

The large, keepsake box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift

168 pieces
Piece size: roughly 7x5.5cm/2.5x2”

Progressive Puzzles

Hands at Play
Construction Vehicles

Hands at Play
Farm Animals

A set of four large, uniquely shaped
puzzles for fans of construction vehicles.
Each of the vehicles consists of 4 to 7 pieces.
The child can start with a 4-piece puzzle
and gradually progress to more complex ones.

These four large, uniquely shaped puzzles
are perfect for little animal lovers. Little hands
will find it easy to help baby animals find their
mothers. Each puzzle consists of 4 to 7 pieces
so that the child can gradually progress
from simple to more complex ones.

for ages 2+
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for ages 2+

Product features

Packaging dimensions

An excellent way to practice
association skills

16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Helps develop hand-eye coordination

Each set contains

Improves manual dexterity

22 pieces

Helps children develop and master
their skills progressively (difficulty
adjusted for each skill level)

4 large puzzles

Puzzle pieces are made of high-quality,
2.5mm thick cardboard
The handy box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift

Beginner Puzzles

First Shapes
Circles

First Shapes
Squares and Triangles

This creative activity includes eight sturdy
puzzles for little hands. Simple and appealing
illustrations encourage toddlers to learn circle
shapes. Every match is a success and motivation
to continue a fascinating journey of discovery.

This creative set including triangle and square
pieces is perfect for training logical thinking
and motor skills. Simple, appealing illustrations
with friendly creatures will encourage children
to play again and again.

for ages 12m+
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for ages 18m+

Product features
Encourages children to learn
first shapes
Trains logical thinking
and concentration
Promotes hand-eye coordination
Large puzzle pieces are made
of high-quality, 2.5mm thick
cardboard, perfect for little hands
The small, travel-friendly box with
a practical, sturdy handle is perfect
for on-the-go fun and makes
a great gift
Packaging dimensions
13.5x13.5x6cm/5.5x5.5x2.5”
Product dimensions
Each puzzle measures 11x11cm/4.5x4.5”
Set contains
16 pieces
8 puzzles

Beginner Puzzles

Match the Baby
Puzzles
for ages 18m+

Twelve creative puzzles with large matching
elements for young problem-solvers. Children
are also free to mix and match unique parent
and child pairs. Matching the pieces develops
manual dexterity and inspires logical thinking.
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Product features

Product dimensions

Trains logical thinking and concentration

Each puzzle measures 16x16cm/6x6”

Promotes hand-eye coordination
Extra-large puzzle pieces are made
of high-quality, 2.5mm thick cardboard,
perfect for little hands
The handy box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift
Packaging dimensions
16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Set contains
24 pieces
12 puzzles

Beginner Puzzles

Mix and Match
Animals
for ages 18m+

Here’s a rabbit, and there’s a bear.
But what happens if you mix the pieces?
Mixing and matching pieces provides
fantastic fun, develops manual dexterity
and is a great way to develop
baby’s imagination.
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Product features
Fosters curiosity and creativity
Aids in learning new colors and words
Promotes hand-eye coordination
Large puzzle pieces are made
of high-quality, 2mm thick
cardboard, perfect for little hands
The handy box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift
Packaging dimensions
16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”
Product dimensions
Each puzzle measures
11.5x27cm/4.5x10.5”
Set contains
24 pieces
8 puzzles

Beginner Puzzles

Puzzle Pairs
Animals

Puzzle Pairs
Vehicles

Combining the pieces to assemble ten friendly
animals is a fun way to train logical thinking
and motor skills. Once the puzzles are
assembled, parent and child can talk about
the animals to learn about their habits
and where they live.

Kids can mix and match the pairs to create
six vehicles they know or new ones from
their imagination. Then kids can make up
stories about the animals traveling
or working in their vehicles.

for ages 18m+
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for ages 18m+

Product features
Trains logical thinking and concentration
Promotes hand-eye coordination
Puzzle pieces are made of high-quality,
2mm thick cardboard
The small, travel-friendly box
with a practical, sturdy handle is perfect
for on-the-go fun and makes a great gift
Packaging dimensions
13.5x13.5x6cm/5.5x5.5x2.5”
Product dimensions
Animals
Single piece size:
roughly 6.5x6.5cm/2.5x2.5”
Vehicles
Single piece size:
roughly 10x8cm/4x3”
Set contains
Animals
20 pieces
10 puzzles
Vehicles
12 pieces
6 puzzles

Beginner Puzzles

Little
Animals

Little
Creatures

These 4-piece puzzles let children build
five friendly animals. Once the puzzles
are assembled, kids can create stories,
learn more about the animals or imitate
the sounds they make.

Assembling these five meadow creatures
is great fun! But these colorful 4-piece
puzzles also allow kids to invent completely
original animals from their imaginations.

for ages 2+
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for ages 2+

Product features
Trains logical thinking and creativity
Promotes hand-eye coordination
Puzzle pieces are made of high-quality,
2mm thick cardboard
The small, travel-friendly box with
a practical, sturdy handle is perfect
for on-the-go fun and makes a great gift
Packaging dimensions
13.5x13.5x6cm/5.5x5.5x2.5”
Product dimensions
Each puzzle measures
14x12.5cm/5.5x5”
Each set contains
20 pieces
5 puzzles

Games

Suuuper Size
Memory Game
for ages 2+

An educational game perfect for memory
and concentration training. Children can start
with 2 or 3 pairs and then add other animals
as their skills progress.
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Product features

Packaging dimensions

Extra-large, jumbo pieces are made
of high-quality, 2.5mm thick cardboard,
perfect for little hands

33x28x7cm/13x11x2.5”

Perfect for training memory, concentration
and cognitive thinking

Piece size: 16x16cm/6x6”

Excellent as flash cards for teaching
first words

Set contains

The large, keepsake box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift

Product dimensions

24 large pieces
12 pairs

Games

Let’s play
Animal Bingo
for ages 2+

The rules are very simple - the first player to find
the right tokens and arrange them all on their
board wins! Colorful illustrations encourage kids
to learn about the world of animals and large,
sturdy pieces make this product a perfect
first game.
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Product features
Trains perception, concentration
and logical thinking
Teaches kids about winning and losing
Playing together guarantees great fun
and fosters parent-child interaction
Large pieces are made of high-quality,
2mm thick cardboard, perfect
for little hands
The handy box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift
Packaging dimensions
16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”
Product dimensions
Boards: 15.5x17.5cm/6x7”
Tokens: 6.5cm/2.5” diameter
Set contains
24 tokens, 6 boards

Games

Let’s Play
Farm Dominoes
for ages 2+

A world of entertainment in a single box!
Discover three fun ways to play, depending
on the player’s age and skill level.
These dominoes provide a pair puzzle
and two versions of a very popular game:
picture dominoes and classic dominoes.
Thanks to vibrant, colorful illustrations
and simple rules, it’s fun for the whole family.
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Product features
Trains perception, concentration
and logical thinking
Reinforces acquisition of new words,
colors and numbers
Teaches kids about winning and losing
Playing together guarantees great fun
and fosters parent-child interaction
Large domino pieces made of high-quality,
2mm thick cardboard, perfect for little hands
The handy box with a practical,
sturdy handle makes it a great gift
Packaging dimensions
16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”
Product dimensions
Domino size: 6x12cm/2.5x4.5”
Set contains
28 double-sided dominoes

Flash Cards

The Way I See It
Educational Flash
Cards
for ages 0m+

These double-sided, extra-large educational
cards are perfect for parents who want to
support their baby’s natural development.
They feature contrasting illustrations, adjusted
to the visual perception of young infants
and aid in the development of visual
and spatial intelligence.
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Product features

Packaging dimensions

Stimulates baby’s brain

16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Focuses and strengthens baby’s eye muscles
Develops concentration
Play between parent and child builds
a closer bond
Extra-large cards are made of high-quality,
thick cardboard, convenient for parents
Each set includes a guide prepared by a child
psychologist explaining the importance of
encouraging brain development at an early stage
The handy box with a practical, sturdy handle
makes it a great gift

Product dimensions
Card size 16x16cm/6x6”
Set contains
12 large flash cards
24 images
NOTE: This product is intended as an educational tool
to be shown to baby. It is not a toy to be given to a child.

Flash Cards

High Contrast
Flash Cards on a Ring

High Contrast
Flash Cards on a Ring

Double-sided flash cards with twenty
large illustrations are suitable for the smallest
infants, who can only see high contrast colors
and distinct contours. Simple, clear patterns,
adjusted to the visual perception of young
infants, engage baby’s attention
and support visual development.

These double-sided flash cards with twenty
large illustrations are appropriate for babies
over three months who are capable
of noticing details and identifying
smaller elements of a whole.

for ages 0m+
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for ages 3m+

Product features
Stimulates baby’s brain

The handy, medium-sized box with
a practical, sturdy handle makes it
a great gift

Encourages visual tracking and helps
to build visual and spatial awareness

Packaging dimensions

Develops concentration

12x18.5x6cm/4.5x7x2.5”

Play between parent and child builds
a closer bond

Product dimensions

Each set includes a guide prepared
by a child psychologist explaining
the importance of encouraging brain
development at an early stage

Card size 9x14cm/3.5x5.5”

Convenient plastic ring is included
to hang the cards on a stroller,
on a mobile or next to baby’s bed

20 images

Set contains
10 flash cards bundled together on a ring

NOTE: This product is intended as an educational tool
to be shown to baby. It is not a toy to be given to a child.

Flash Cards

Sounds All Around
Animals

Sounds All Around
Vehicles

These double-sided flash cards prompt children
to imitate the sounds of animals and encourage
their first words. Each page features a simple,
vibrant illustration and word describing a sound
for imitation, which is the right stimulus for
capturing a child’s attention at this stage
of development.

Double-sided flash cards for little fans
of vehicles. Colorful illustrations with words
describing a specific sound will prompt children
to imitate and thus encourage their first words.

for ages 1+
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for ages 1+

Product features
Teaches the child first sounds for imitation
Encourages the child to repeat
and remember
Develops listening and speech
Fosters better communication and social
development
A child-friendly, safe format provides
exercise for little hands
Each set includes a guide prepared
by a child psychologist explaining
the importance of encouraging
brain development at an early stage
Convenient plastic ring is included
to hang the cards on a stroller,
on a mobile or next to baby’s bed
The handy, medium-sized box with
a practical, sturdy handle makes it
a great gift
Packaging dimensions
12x18.5x6cm/4.5x7x2.5”
Set contains
7 double-sided flash cards on a ring
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